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For many inhabitants 0f Prague, Transgas has been a familiar place. The main
entry of the building in central Prague near Wenceslas Square was located in
Vinohradská street. Pedestrians often stopped for a while and observed the
impressive structure. It served as a mediator in his environment with the sixlane main street cutting off the top part of Wenceslas Square with the
National Museum and the modern former building of the Czechoslovak
National Committee, many railroad tracks leading to Prague’s main train
station and elements from various époques and styles in its environment. The
facades of the two skyscraper elements often reflected the sunlight, that
majestically tower the area.

Documentary of the Transgas complex, 2017 (Video)
The buildings combined the high tech architecture style, which emerged in
the 1970s, with elements of brutalism. New materials and technologies were
used and exhibited at the same time. When Transgas was built, its designers
referred to a worldwide contemporary trend in architecture which
symbolically matches the function of the building well: the Transgas building
served as a headquarter for the administration of the gas pipeline with the

same name, which has delivered gas from Russia through Slovakia and Czech
Republic to Germany since the 70s.
Its construction was set in a contract between the USSR and Western
Germany for the delivery of gas from Siberia and Central Asia to Western
Europe in 1971. The decision was made that the company „Tranzitní plynovod
Praha“, short Transgas, would become direct investor and manager of the new
transit system. At the time, it was a Czechoslovak state-run company.

A project for a building in Vinohradská had existed before and was intially
planned as the headquarter of a gas control central for Czech Republic as well
as the Middle Bohemian power stations, but had to be reworked because of
the new purpose. Ivo Loos and Jindřich Malátek, two pursuers of high tech
architecture, developed a concept with three intended tower objects near the
planned main road, today’s Wilsonová: two connected towers and one third,
free standing building. Through a competition architects Václav Aulický and
Jiří Eisenreich, who have made themselves a name with brutalist and
postmodernist buildings, joined the project. When it was opened in 1978, the
building complex served as the central of the gas pipeline and the
Czechoslovak ministry of fuel, energy, business and services.
In 1991, the buildings of the ministry were transferred to the Czechoslovak
Republic, and not much later, a Mercedes Benz car center was opened at the
middle block, the formal control station for the gas pipeline. Architect Jiří
Eisenreich was involved in the transformation project. In 2001 the
department that was responsible for Transgas was privatized and the
buildings was transferred to the two former state companies ČPP Transgas
and ČEZ. In April 2011 the ČEZ group offered the buildings for sale, in June
2014 developer company HB Reavis bought the premises. Slovak billionaire
Ivan Chrenko is a close associate of the company which closes the Transgas
chapter.
As early as 2007 Transgas was included in the list of Prague’s
architectonically relevant buildings and complexes after a territorial analysis
of the city. In August 2015, first informations about a possible demolition of
the building came to light. In 2016, the demolition was officially confirmed
and the insurance group that ran a customer center in the premises moved
out.
In September 2015 the association for Old Prague, Klub za Starou Prahu,
proposed to protect Transgas as a cultural monument. Only a month later,

experts from the Prague Institute for National Heritage and the city’s
Heritage Agency approved and encouraged the demolition. They argued that
the building would disturb the environment and affect the neighbors.

For Václav Aulický, the last living architect and designer of the project, the
demolition is a personal tragedy. In an interview he compared the feeling to
„loosing a child“ (www.irozhlas.cz). Aulický has become known for his
brutalist and postmodernist architecture and was also involved into the

planning and construction of the remarkable Prague TV tower in Žižkov. He
studied architecture at Prague’s technical university, ČVUT, and is actively
fighting for the preservation of Transgas.

The demolition process began in February 2019, at first with preparations like
the installation of scaffoldings and the removal of railings, an entrance shed, a
fountain and some elements of the facade. The planning of the demolition had
taken a long time and many supporters of the buildings had kept their hope

that the unique landmark could be preserved until the last moment. The
demolition process is most probably irreversible, the building could not be
rescued last despite many protests.
Video Blesk.cz
HB Reavis has been the owner of the site since 2014. The company promises
„stress-free work spaces“ and „blossoming business opportunities“ on its
website. HB Reavis has its seat in Luxemburg, but initially comes from
Slovakia. Some sources say Ivan Chrenko is a founding member, others
(www.startitup.sk) say he joined the company two years after its
establishment in 1995.
HB Reavis has realized 39 projects so far and is one of the biggest office space
traders in Europe. Only the spaces currently built are worth 2.000.000.000€.
The company’s web presence uses „modern“ language and Emojis, an English
and German version are available as well. Not a surprise: the company is
active in Slovakia, Poland, Hungary, Czechia, Great Britain and Turkey. HB
Reavis was founded in 1993, in a period of political change it the former states
of the „Eastern block“. At the time, many companies and real estate facilities
that were formerly owned by the state were privatized.
The total assets of the developer company are about 1.800.000.000€, with a
property of 750.000 square meters usable space and further 1.000.000
square meters under construction, including an office building of the
Metronom Business Centers group near the Prague metro station Nové
Butovice. In 2019, HB Reavis moved about one third of the company, that was
worth 79.577.917€ in 2018, to London. Their strategy is known in many
Eastern and Central European countries: sites and facilities with „old“
buildings from the communist era are bought and the structures are removed.
Then office centers are constructed and sold including the site as soon as the

profit is maximized. Usually these office complexes are sold to foreign
companies.
Ivan Chrenko’s name appears again and again in the discussion about
Transgas and in articles about HB Reavis. Who is the man who seemingly is
responsible for discussions about brutalist buildings from the post war era
fueled by the demolition of Transgas? Between 1993 and 2013 he was the
chairman of the HB Reavis Group. Chrenko began his career in the 90s in
Slovakia with electro installations. Later he was the first Slovak to earn
1.000.000.000€. He does not enjoy media attention, only few details about
his private life are known. According to a report of the website
www.archiweb.de Chrenko earns 290.000.000€ per year, that is
70.000.000€ more than the current prime minister of Czechia. Chrenko also
played an important role in the design of Bratislava as he realized various
construction projects throughout the city.
In their essay “Ode to the European City: the Example of Central and Eastern
Europe“, released in the book „Ideals in Concrete — Exploring Cities in
Central and Eastern Europe“, authors Jörg Düwel and Wolfgang Kil mention
architects entering alliances with banks, developers and owners of not yet
„denationalized“ buildings and become developers themselves.
„Denationalization“ was a process that started in Central and Eastern Europe
after the fall of the Soviet Union. Assumably Soviet buildings, artworks in
public space and signs were removed and replaced by modern structures
which usually don’t leave space for the history of the location.
This new uniform look of office centers is one of the biggest fears of many
demonstrators and activists who fight for the preservation of buildings like
Transgas. According to www.archiweb.cz Prague has 3.130.000 square meters
of modern office spaces, further 138.000 square meters are under
construction (status: end of 2014). In 2014, 16.6 percent of these spaces were
not rented out — that means an effective area of 717.900 square meters. Many

critics believe that these spaces should be offered first before other buildings
have to give way to business and shopping centers.
The new building is planned to have six to eight top floors and two to three
underground levels and will not be higher than the neighboring building of
the „Češky rozhlas“, the Czech radio. HB Reavis speaker Křemenová
advertises a „green, relaxing“ atmosphere. On the website of the new building
complex, www.vinohradska8.cz, green public space with places to rest is
promised, cafes, restaurants and shops are announced and also a rooftop
terrace with a view over the city is mentioned. The plans include a charger for
electric cars and changing facilities for bicyclists. All that sounds promising at
first, but often the only ones profiting from these advantages are the workers
of the office center. Neighbors often do not have a connection to the foreign
companies.

In March 2019, the website www.officerentinfo.cz informed about a possible
planned sale of HB Reavis’ premises in Prague, as the company is said to plan
leaving the Czech market. The websites mentions three sites: the Transgas
premises including the remaining building rests, sites in the Radlice district
and the Mercuria office building in Holešovice, which is facing possible
demolition as well. If the planned office building by Jakub Cigler is going to
be realized, it could be finished as soon as 2021. In case the premises are sold,
several strong parties of the Czech developer and real estate market are „in
the game“ according to www.officerentinfo.cz.
For the first protest for the preservation of the Transgas complex between 100
and 200 people came together in February 2019. A second protest took place
the next day, again with more than 100 people. The demonstrations were
organized by the SOS Transgas initiative in time for the beginning of the
demolition. The crowd applauded the architects, Václav Aulický participated
in the protest personally.
He also appears in the movie „Requiem za Transgas“, a requiem for Transgas
by film maker Jakub Panovský.
Requiem za Transgas (Video)
Many protesters criticize that the demolition was pursued following a
ministerial decision based on a statement of a private investor. Transgas is
often named as a symbol for the failure of the state regarding the protection of
cultural heritage. When the demolition of the complex was announced experts
proposed to protect the buildings as a landmark. They argued Transgas
should be preserved because of its architectonic value. The association Klub
za Starou Prahu, that is responsible for Prague’s historic center, and many
architects and citizens welcomed this proposal, but the retiring Minister of
Culture in Bohuslav Svobodka’s government, Daniel Herman, blocked the
building’s rescue at the end and let the investors free hands for the

demolition. Herman first was a Catholic priest, in 2013 he became a
parliament member.

There was a petition for the preservation of the buildings, but it did not reach
enough participants to change anything. On change.org 1.807 from 2.500
needed citizens signed the petition. It was put online on June 18 2018 with a
call to action to rescue the example of qualitative architecture with a
mediating function in the cityscape in Czech and English. The supporters
stress the potential to transform instead of complete demolition.
The city of Prague showed its interest for the building in the last second, and
tried to mobilize officials and discuss with the owner of the property even
after the demolition had already started (www.novinky.cz). HB Reavis did not

accept an „adequate offer“ of the city, exact numbers are not known. After a
while, it became clear: the city didn’t have enough money to pay the price the
company requested. The city administration saw a last chance in private
investors, but it was too late to mobilize them and prevent further irreversible
destructions of the complex. The loss of the building was also a backlash for
the freshly elected major of Prague from the Pirate party, Zdeněk Hříb. In his
election campaign he advertised the protection of „Libeňský Most“, a bridge
that was facing demolition as well. Many critics fault the politicians to act
only after it was too late. When the buildings were offered for sale in 2011 noone reacted, and even after the demolition was announced the city took its
time, the demonstrators argue.

Many buildings constructed in the second half of the 20th century suffer the
same fate as Transgas. The brutalist appearance of buildings like Transgas,
Prague’s Kotva department store or Hotel Thermal in Karlovy Vary is often
interpreted (too) negatively. There are discussions about the protection of
these buildings, their aesthetics and their contribution to the environment.
Especially young architects, art historians and creatives are again enthusiastic
about the style today, which once was defended by star architect Zaha Hadid,
who also designed the new extension for the Masarykovo nádraží train station
right in the city center of Prague, for its inner qualities, not its facade. These
impressively formed, sculptural facades are what not only experts appreciate
today, but also a growing mass.
In social media channels there are countless accounts documenting brutalist
buildings, Plattenbau structures and architecture from the post war era and
inform about their status. Often the hashtag #SOSBrutalism is used in context
with imagery showing the fotogene structures. The hashtag is part of a rescue
campaign that fights for a revaluation of Brutalist buildings and tries to
preserve them as witnesses of history and a part of the character of a city. On
its website, the initiative also reports about Transgas and its fate. Many of the
destroyed or endangered buildings are also presented in a traveling exhibition
by the German Museum for Architecture and the Wüstenrot foundation. The
Platform #SOSBrutalism counts on local activism and the attention of the
internet community and wants to create a consciousness for the existence of
the structures.
The stigma is not only one of the problems that impede the protection of the
architecture despite its artistic value in the case of Transgas. Today, buildings
from the 1960s to 1980s are often seen as worthless Communist buildings,
while at the time they were created they were in fact provoking and rebellious
and regarded as „Western“. Transgas was a symbol for the unification of East
and West, while today the complex is attributed as Communist.The

inspirations of the architects and designers often came from the West as well:
Brutalism was mainly developed in Great Britain in the 1950s, while high tech
architecture is closely connected to the Chicago School.

The social idea of the buildings also seemed appealing to the Soviet Union
and the states of the Warsaw Pact, but Alois Indra, a representative of the
Communist Party of former Czechoslovakia called Transgas a typically nonsocialist, Western architecture. This ambivalence is one of the biggest fights of
buildings constructed in the socialist era in our time. They are supported by
prominent fans like the curator of the architecture exhibition of the National
Gallery, Radomíra Sedláková, or rapper and artist Vladimir 518.
He stresses that the people are often sad about the demolition of
characteristic structures, but continue making the same mistakes again and
again. He is the author of the project „Czech Architecture 58-89“, a book with
two volumes, a TV series, a movie about Czechoslovak architecture and a
collection from archives from the years 1958 to 1989. Vladimir is especially
enthusiastic about young people supporting Brutalist architecture. He says he
personally hated the buildings when he was a teenager.
The demonstrators often have the feeling they come too late in general. In
today’s relentless real estate market in big cities there often is no time for
debates about renovations and the ideal value of a building. Also the broad
professional public does not pay enough positive attention to the issue despite
growing voicing of protest on the internet and in lectures.
Other artists demonstrated against the demolition in Prague as well. A special
protest took place February 20, 2017: the Transgas complex was covered in
reddish smoke coming from antitank smoke grenades by guerrilla artist
collective Bolt 958, a metaphor for the smoke of the turbines. The group uses
a military tool to symbolically repel the enemy, in this case HB Reavis and
billionaire Ivan Chrenko. In 2017 the group made waves several times. With
their Transgas protest they even made it to the big Czech newspaper Blesk.
The artists also colored the Vltava river red near the Mánes building to
protest against the commercial use of the facilities. They painted Prague’s
landmark, the Metronome, red again after the city had colored it green.

Generally, the red color is a central theme of their actions and might be
understood as a visual metaphor for the anger and disappointment of the
demonstrators who often feel powerless opposed to investors and big
projects.
In December 2017 an artist group in masks formed like broken buildings
demonstrated with a toy excavator crowned with culture minister Herman’s
head demolishing the „buildings“. The performance was developed by
Martina Walterová, a Prague-based artist. The group played a track of DJ
Duck the Mainstream and projected the video for the song to the facade of
Transgas during their performance.
Artists Jan Šrámka, also known as Kolouch, Martin Böhm and Matěj Lipavský
were inspired by the building as well. It has become sort of an alternative
Prague landmark and attraction.

Symbolically in 2019 not only Transgas is torn down, but also the Transgas
pipeline, the initial cause for building the complex, is planned to be taken
down this year and replaced by „Nord Stream 2“ through the Baltic Sea, from
Russia directly to Germany. The new pipeline promises the avoidance of
transit countries when transporting the gas as they often create costs and
political risks. Transgas is the oldest pipeline between Russia and Western
Europe and still the biggest part of the gas delivered to Western Europe runs
through the pipeline. It is considered ailing and in need of modernization and
runs through crisis sites in Eastern Ukraine, facing the danger of damage
through war actions.
The future will show if a younger generation who grew up with Brutalist
architecture and conceive it as a part of their „home“ will create a new
consciousness about the style. At the moment the worldwide architectural
phenomenon beyond ideological or continental boundaries is facing many
critics who often call the buildings dystopian. They are considered ugly. Often
the owners do not take too much care to preserve and maintain the
structures. Many of Brutalism’s raw materials turned out to be not very
weather-resistant and require a certain amount of care which especially
owners of buildings that have developed a reputation as social hotspots do not
want to take on themselves.
Transgas was an example of innovative, unique architecture from the 1970s.
Its mirroring glass facade, the open, self-rusting steel construction and the
small dark stones of the central block slowly disappear from Prague’s
cityscape. What remains is the question how the buildings will be dealt with
in the future. The public interest and media coverage has been awakened
through hashtags, postings, demonstrations, news coverage and literature,
now solutions are needed. The aim has to be to find a compromise between
inhabitants of the city, architects and landmark protection. Clear quality

principles for classifying the buildings are still needed, a problem often
mentioned by architecture experts.

It is not clear, how many buildings will be preserved. Examples like the
former Federal Assembly building in Prague, just a few steps away from the
Transgas complex, show that preservation and protection are also possible for
buildings with an ambivalent and emotional history. In the 1930s the
buildings served as a home for the Prague stock exchange and was a strong
symbol of Czechoslovak capitalism before World War II. In 1960 Karel
Prager’s addition of the building was constructed, seemingly floating in the air
when the building became the headquarter of the former Czechoslovak

Federal Assembly. Prager had designed the structure for different purposes
from the beginning, therefore it is transformable for a new function without
big efforts. Since 2007 it has been hosting a part of the Czech National
Museum. The museum’s main building was under construction until the end
of 2018. Other structures all over the world are discovered by preservationists
and there is hope that some of the 70’s constructions will accompany our
everyday lives in the future.

High tech architecture and Brutalism reflected a positive era of change at the
beginning, in the time of Czech „normalization“ after World War II, when
society moved from reconstruction on to everyday life. This time was
characterized by challenges and questions which the architectural styles try to
answer. Their success has been subject of discussions until today, but it is a
fact that there are many examples proving the functionality of these
structures often associated with the philosophy of Bauhaus and Walter
Gropius. Buildings like Transgas were responsible for some movements and

tendencies in today’s architecture, although -isms are often dismissed in
postmodern architecture and replaced with rather loose definitions.
In any case, both styles served as a „laboratory“ for experimenting with new
technologies and updating the post war modernism towards postmodern
architecture. Which results of the styles prove as long-term stable and useful
will show in the next years.

For Transgas, a building many inhabitants of Prague connect at least
something with, the time has come to say „Na shledanou!“, Czech for
„goodbye“, after a long fight. The artist group Bolt 958 puts it like this in a
facebook statement: maybe we will see Transgas again on a planet where
qualitative architecture is appreciated and the sci-fi look of the building is not
a problem.

With a live stream of the neighboring iRozhlas radio station the demolition of
the building can be followed online.

As a visual obituary several artists, many of them from Prague, have provided
pictures they took of the building and its demolition. Brutalism and
photography have many things in common regarding their philosophy: the
buildings are rhetoric, set a mood and expose the viewer to an atmosphere.
These pictures serve as a reminder that these buildings have a place in
society, are appreciated and carry great potential. They are part of many
contemporary cityscapes and must be integrated. The visual component of the
structures is documented more and more, and this contribution understands

itself as a memory for Transgas as well as the other endangered and destroyed
buildings of its time.

Transgas:
Vinohradká 8, 120 00 Praha - Vinohrady
Czech Republic
*1978 † 2019
Style: Brutalism, High-Tech Architecture
Architects / Designers: Ivo Loos, Jindrich Malátek, Václav Aulický,
Jirí Eisenreich

